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ROLL THE DICE
Some students choose to have random
roomates when they get apartments.
Find out whether apartment complexes
help students find one on Page 5.
WWW.BGNEWS.COM

University
reacts to ‘racially
charged’ tweets
Some students upset by others’ tweets
By Eric Lagatta
Assistant Campus Editor

THE MIRACLE children reveal that $313,465.39 was raised for Dance Marathon during the closing ceremony Sunday night.

KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

MARATHON of

Dance Marathon raised record amount of $313,465.39 for Children’s Miracle Network hospitals
By David Skowronski
Reporter

Junior Natalie Swiecicki thinks Dance Marathon is a good cause
because not only has she been able to help miracle children, she
has been one herself.
Swiecicki has common variable immune deficiency, which
means her immune system cannot fight off infections very well,
according to the Dance Marathon fundraising website. She has
been a miracle child with Dance Marathon for 11 years, and has
participated in Dance Marathon for three years, she said.
This year Swiecicki participated as a morale captain.
“I walked in when I was 11 and ran up to the stage and said to
my mom ‘I wanna be one of those one day,’” Swiecicki said.
The event, which has been hosted at the University for 18
years, raised $313,465.39 this year for 38 miracle children
from Children’s Miracle Network hospitals, said junior Rhea
Vulgamore, entertainment core committee member. This year,
198 dancers and 138 moralers participated, Vulgamore said.
“We raise money for Children’s Miracle Network hospitals
and give the students a chance to be a part of something bigger
than themselves,” said senior Megan Leiss, director of Dance
Marathon.
Dance Marathon is the largest contributor to Mercy Children’s
hospital in Toledo, Leiss said.
This year,some changes were made to the event.
“Every year our goal is to increase. We had a lot of big changes

See DANCE | Page 7

PAST AMOUNTS
RAISED

2009: $126,239.79
2010: $152,119.61
2011: $217,785.92
2012: $225,084.92
2013: $313,465.39

MORE ONLINE

—Check out soundslides, a photo
album and a storify of the event on
BGNEWS.COM.

Jewish group raises awareness

After racially-charged messages about the black community were tweeted by students Thursday night, the
University announced an investigation for violations of
conduct.
University President Mary Ellen Mazey sent out an
email Friday regarding the incident, which occurred at
Ziggy Zoomba’s.
“All across campus, we work hard to uphold the
core values of the University, including ‘respect for one
another.’ The actions of the students involved is not condoned, nor acceptable,” Mazey said in her email.
The Office of the Dean of Students will investigate
the incident in accordance with the Code of Student
Conduct, according to Mazey’s email.
Tweets posted by students referred to a group of
people as a “chocolate ocean,” and made statements
such as “it got dark real fast,” along with other, more
vulgar statements.
Members of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity gath-

See TWEETS | Page 5

Entrepreneurship
week to promote
student businesses
By Katie Logsdon
Reporter

For senior Krysten Jablonowski, Entrepreneurship
Week is more than an opportunity to learn about owning her own business; it’s a chance to actually start her
own company before graduation.
This week is the first annual E-week,
hosted by the Dallas Hamilton Center
for Entrepreneurial Leadership,
which works to increase entrepreneurial leadership at the University,
according to the University website.
Jablonowski, a computer science
major and an entrepreneurship
RAY
minor, wants to start a company
BRAUN
where students can purchase dorm
Dean of the room items, such as futons, fridges
and microwaves, and have the items
College of
delivered to their dorms prior to
Business
move-in day.
She is one of eight students who will
present their company ideas at an E-week event called
“The Hatch,” Wednesday night from 7 to 9 p.m. in 101

See EWEEK | Page 5

METAL MESSAGE

Hillel hosts film for Holocaust Remembrance Day
By Eric Lagatta
Assistant Campus Editor

To
Sophie
Goldenberg,
Holocaust Remembrance Day is
about preserving memories and
stories, while also sharing them
with those who might not know
them.
Goldenberg has gone to
temple and learned about the
Holocaust since she was young.
She has even been to every concentration camp.
Now she and other members
of Hillel, a Jewish student organization with a chapter on campus, want to spread that knowledge to the rest of campus.
“Jewish
people
already
know about the Holocaust so

it’s important for everyone to
understand,” said Goldenberg,
a senior and president of Hillel,
which has up to 40 members at
the University. “It’s our duty to
carry on their memory.”
Hillel hosted a movie event for
Holocaust Remembrance Day,
which is internationally recognized. Even as far as Poland,
people honor the memories of
those in the Holocaust by marching three miles to Auschwitz,
Goldenberg said.
About 15 students gathered
Sunday night in the Union to
watch “The Boy in the Striped

ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH

Brooke Pleger broke the school’s record
for the hammer throw event, which she
set in Raleigh, N.C. the week before.
She now has the second best throw in
the country. | PAGE 3

See HILLEL | Page 7

MOLLY MCFADDIN | THE BG NEWS

COLIN MCKINNON speaks about “Metal and Comics: Strange Bedfellows” for the International Confrence on Heavy Metal and Popular Culture, which
took place this past weekend in the Union.

FACEBOOK ACTIVISM
Think that just changing your profile picture makes a
difference? Columnist Ian Zulick says yes. This week
he explores how people changing their Facebook
picture to show support for marriage equality does
constitute activism. | PAGE 4

IF YOU HOSTED A 32-HOUR FUNDRAISER,
WHAT WOULD YOU MAKE PEOPLE DO?
“Talent Show.”
Tyrell Smith
Sophomore, Accounting
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GRiZ

KISSFM

AKA Grant Kwiecinski - One of the leading young minds
in today’s Electronic Dance Music scene

facebook.com/Clazel/Events
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net

BLOTTER |
THURS., APRIL
4
10:49 A.M.

Complainant reported that
sometime during the night
an unknown person stole
the rear license plate from a
vehicle within the 100 block
of W. Gypsy Lane Road.
1:35 P.M.

Complainant reported that
an unknown person made
an unauthorized withdrawal
of $100 from her bank
account.

FRI., APRIL 5
12:07 A.M.

Allen Michael West, 20, of
Bowling Green, was cited
for disorderly conduct/loud
music within the 300 block
of Parkview Drive.
2:46 A.M.

Maricella Angelita
Hernandez, 20, of Findlay,
Ohio, was cited for underage/under the influence of
alcohol within the 100 block
of E. Wooster St.
MOLLY MCFADDIN | THE BG NEWS

• General • Cosmetic • Implant Dentistry •
DAVID L. DONNELL, DDS • 245 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH • 419-352-2222

www.donnelldentistry.com

As an established patient,
refer your friends and family.

> EARN $25 VI$A GIFT CARD$! NO LIMIT$!

Donnell
DonnellDentistry
Dentistry

UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS and a Two Star Major General in the Air Force, Garry
Schnelzer, speaks at the University Air Force ROTC Dining Out Saturday night.

www.bgnews.com

ERIC CHASE &

Check out this today’s interactive blotter map at BGNEWS.COM
Thursday, an unknown
subject broke the rail of a
residence within the 300
block of Clough St. The
estimated damage is $200.
1:12 P.M.

Complainant reported
that an unknown person
stole aprons and rags from
a business within the 200
block of N. Main St. The
items were valued at less
than $100.
4:12 P.M.

2:34 A.M.

11:44 P.M.

Shawn A. Scott, 34, of
Fostoria, Ohio, was arrested
for burglary and assault
within the 600 block of
Kenwood Ave. He was
transported to the Wood
County Justice Center.

Karesse J. Atibagos, 20, of
Bowling Green, was cited
for underage possession of
alcohol within the 900 block
of Fourth St.

SAT., APRIL 6
12:27 A.M.

Complainant reported that
sometime around midnight
an unknown subject stole
an iPhone 4 within the 100
block of N. Main St.
10:08 A.M.

2:02 A.M.

9:15 A.M.

Complainant reported
that sometime after 3 p.m.

––– to Rent at –––

Summit Terrace Apartments
Terrific certified service technicians
FREE High Speed Internet Access
Visitor parking
Service calls answered quickly
Clean laundry rooms
Fantastic cleaning personnel
Trash pick up 2 times a week
FREE shuttle service to campus
Professional snow removal in winter
Purchase stamps in office
FREE Gas heat included
FREE Gas cooking included
FREE Water included (hot and cold)
Spacious apartments
Friendly neighbors
Close to Shopping
Swimming pool
Pop machines in laundry room
Professional grounds keepers
Fully carpeted
Affordable rent
Park in front of your home
Garbage disposals
Backdoor exit for apartment
Ceiling fans
Air conditioned
Relaxed Atmosphere
Fire walls (great safety factor)
Insulated buildings
Resident picture I.D. cards
Remodeled Kitchens/New appliances
Refrigerator and Range included
Lots of green space and trees
24 hour emergency maintenance
Electric smoke alarms
Candy in Office
Change for laundry in office
Privacy
You don’t have to mow the lawn
Picnic areas with grills
Window treatments furnished
On-site maintenance & management
Clean and attractive property
FREE Basic Cable Included
Located in nice residential area
WELCOME
Enclosed entry ways
BACK!
Well lit parking
Half off
Deposit until
Wonderful office personnel
St. Patricks
Deadbolts on all exterior doors
Day
Storage space

51 We Care!

for operating a vehicle
impaired, failure to maintain
reasonable control and
open container of alcohol in
a motor vehicle within the
100 block of N. Prospect
St. Tad William Eynon,
19, of Bowling Green, was
arrested for underage/
under the influence of alcohol, underage possession
of alcohol and prohibited
acts/use of ID of another.
He was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.

Complainant reported that
an unknown person busted
the front windshield of a
vehicle within the 300 block
of Palmer Ave. The estimated damage is $300.

Complainant reported that
an unknown person threw
a rock at the front door of
a residence breaking the
window pane within the 100
block of S. College Drive.
The estimated damage is
$200.
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10 pm til 2:30 am

DJ MANNY
K ISS
B
U
L
18 & Up H 21 & over FREE
C
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net H facebook.com/clazel

Thursday, April 11 @ 8pm-2am

HONOR ROLE

FRI & SAT NIGHTS

92.5

Jon D. Cody, 25, of Bowling
Green, was cited for nuisance party within the 700
block of S. College Drive.
5:07 A.M.

9:04 A.M.

Complainant reported that
sometime during the morning, an unknown person
shattered the back passenger window of a vehicle
within the 200 block of
Manville Ave. The estimated damage is $500.
3:26 P.M.

Kristin D. White, 20, of
Pioneer, Ohio, was cited

Complainant reported that
two unknown people stole
art from a business within

the 1000 block of S. Main
St. The art is valued at
$228.98.
8:15 P.M.

A juvenile was arrested for
resisting arrest within the
2100 block of E. Wooster
St. She was lodged in the
Juvenile Detention Center.
8:42 P.M.

Complainant reported that
a group of people pulled
the toilet out of the wall of
a business within the 100
block of E. Wooster St. The
estimated damage is $500.

SUN., APRIL 7
12:50 A.M.

Complainants reported that
an unknown person pepper
sprayed them within the 100
block of E. Wooster St.
4:07 A.M.

Andrew K. Macritchie,
26, of Northwood, Ohio,
was arrested for operating a vehicle impaired near
East Napoleon Road and
South Dunbridge Road. He
was lodged at the Wood
County Justice Center.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

Extra Savings in April!

$

SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

$500.00 OFF

THE FIRST MONTH’S RENT

on a 9 1/2 month lease for any 3 bedroom apartment
at Campbell Hill, Enterprise Square, 451 Frazee
Avenue, 334 N. Main, 501 Pike and Mercer Manor

$200.00 OFF

THE FIRST MONTH’S RENT

on a 9 1/2 month lease for any 2 bedroom apartment
at Campbell Hill, Ridge Manor or Buff Apts
Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 10am-3pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

Great Selection n Close to Campus n Better Prices
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.

n Many units within walking

HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

n Efficiencies, 1 Bedrooms

distance to campus
& 2 Bedroom Apts

n Water, sewer, & trash are

FOR RENT

included with most units

n Great selection of

Houses & Apartments

n Complete Rental Listing

available on-line and
in Rental Office

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260

Quality Service, Quality Housing

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

ONLY A FEW APARTMENTS LEFT!

One Bedroom Apartments
212 Liberty
175½ N. Main #A
221 S. Summit
316 Ridge Rear

473 South Summit St.
419-806-4855
summitterracebg.com

319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours319
- Monday
to Friday
to 5:30
| Saturday
- 8:30
to 5:00
E. Wooster
Street- |8:30
Located
across
from Taco
Bell
| www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours - 419.354.2260
Monday to Friday
- 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
S U C C419.354.2260
E S S F U L LY S E|Rwww.johnnewloverealestate.com
VING BGSU STUDENTS SINCE 1978

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

320
216
317
114
117

Elm #B
N. Enterprise
Manville
S. Main
N. Main

SPORTS
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REWRITING
THE

RECORD

Pleger throws second highest distance in country
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Reporter

EMILY GERKEN jumps in the high jump competition in a home indoor meet earlier this season.

MOLLY MCFADDIN | THE BG NEWS

The BG track and field team had
another good weekend in Akron
at the Northeast Ohio Quad.
There were some good performances by the athletes this past
weekend, though none more
special than another record setting performance by thrower
Brooke Pleger.
Pleger set the school record in
the hammer one week ago with
a throw of 212-6 at the Raleigh
Relays, which was good enough
for the third best throw in the
country.
This past weekend she broke
her own school record with a
throw of 219-9. With the throw
she climbs to second in the
country, only Arizona State’s
Chelsea Cassulo has a farther
throw of 229-0 this year.
“The
impressive
results
Brooke posted has come from
her extreme focus and dedication to the event,” Coach Lou
Snelling said. “Her blood, sweat
and tears have gotten her to
this point. She has completely
bought into the training that
Coach [Matt] Conly has laid out
for her. We are beyond proud
and excited about the opportunities this performance has
opened up for Brooke.”
Pleger’s throw also met the
USA Track and Field A Standard,
which means Pleger has qualified automatically for the USA

“The impressive results
Brooke posted has come
from her extreme focus
and dedication to the
event. Her blood, sweat
and tears have gotten
her to this point.”
Lou Snelling | Head Coach
Track and Field Championships
in Des Moines, Iowa.
Akron’s Brittany Funk entered
the meet No. 8 in the country in
the hammer throw but finished
second to Pleger with a throw
of 216-9, which allowed her to
climb to fourth in the country.
Allison Weimer won the 400
with a personal best time of 56.25
and Jeanette Pettigrew reached
the MAC automatic qualifying
marks in the 100 and the 200 at
the Northeast Ohio Invitational
Saturday, hosted by Akron.
“We saw nice improvement
today in several areas,” Snelling
said. “Now we will get focused
on representing well at home
this week.”
Weimer, a senior, ran the 400
in 56.25 to beat 13 other competitors at the meet. Weimer
improved upon her season-best

See TRACK | Page 6

Rugby wins final BG takes series with Akron, ties with Ohio
Big Ten match
Falcons hold Zips scoreless in series sweep, split series with Ohio

By Ethan Easterwood
Sports Editor

BG dominates Michigan State 64-12, shows roster’s depth
By Nicholas Vanderpool
Reporter

The BG rugby club concluded its
Big Ten competition Saturday with
a 64-12 win over the Michigan State
Spartans.
One of the Falcons’ strengths
this season has been the ability to
score moments after the opening
kickoff. Michigan native hooker,
Mike Brown, stunned the Spartans
with a try at the start of the game in
front of a large crowd.
“My friends and family were all
there, as well as my high school
coaches, so you always want to put
on a show for them,” Brown said.
Brown always seems to have
big games when the Falcons play
Michigan teams, but he wasn’t the
only standout of the day for BG.
Wing Sam Polzin recorded two
tries, including a 50-yard run up
the sideline to widen the gap 19-0
in the first half. Scrum half Mike
Powell had eight conversions on
the afternoon with four in each
half.
While the game was winding
down, a Spartan alum walked
up to former BG head coach
Roger Mazzarella and introduced himself.
“He told me how once they had
been beating the Falcons at halftime,” Mazzarella said. “They eventually lost the game, but he related
how proud they had been to have

The Falcon softball team went
3-1 on the weekend with a sweep
against Akron and a split with Ohio.
BG started off this past weekend with a doubleheader on Friday
against the Zips. BG won both
games in shutouts with scores of
3-0, and 2-0.
Pitcher Jamie Kertes earned the
win in game one allowing one hit
and earning six strikeouts. Hannah
Fulk, Paige Berger and Katie Yoho
led the way offensively earning a
run apiece. The trio as well as Erika
Stratton were the only Falcons to
gather hits in the game. All three
runs occurred in the sixth inning.
Yoho continued her strong batting in game two as she earned two
RBIs off a home run.
“I can’t even tell you what I was
thinking,” Yoho said. “I was just
thinking, ‘hey, get a base hit,’ and I
got lucky and got something I could
handle, and it just went away.”
Pitcher Paris Imholz earned the
win in game two with a complete
game shutout.
“I came out with a lot of confidence,” Imholz said. “[I was] just
working on trusting all my pitches
and the spin and staying really positive through everything knowing
no matter what, the team behind
me will get the balls and hits.”
BG picked up two runs in the
first inning off of Yoho’s homer to
put Akron in a deficit it couldn’t
overcome.

“They eventually lost
the game, but he related
how proud they had
been to have just been
in the lead for once.”
Roger Mazzarella | Director of Rugby
just been in the lead for once.”
It was the high point of their
whole season, according to the former Michigan State player. Even
though BG has played a Big Ten
schedule this season, the Falcons
have had a target on their backs
due to the recent success against
Big Ten programs.
The game was an exclamation
point on the Falcons’ roster depth.
Vice captain and kicker Dane
Szente was off on National Guard
duty, flanker Frank Viancourt was
taking a test, wing Nolan Cavano
is nursing a pulled hamstring and
wing Ryan Koenig should come off
a shoulder injury next week, yet the
Falcons managed to win.
Their absences resulted in considerable playing time for prop
Adam Bialecki, flankers Cyrus
Sharif and Rick Suda, wing Terrence
Kidd and center Derec Blodgett.
The Falcons will travel to
Cleveland to take on a senior men’s
team in Eastern Suburbs RFC and
Cleveland State next Saturday.

KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

JAMIE KERTES pitches against Ohio this past Saturday, in which she earned the save in the 3-2 win.

See SOFTBALL | Page 6
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“Karaoke.”

If you hosted a 32-hour fundraiser, what would you make people do?

“Play soccer.”

EMILY HAREL
Sophomore,
Nursing

4

ZAIN ZAKRI
The Language Company student,
TLC Program

“Painting a mural
in a public place
on campus.”

“Knitting.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

LAUREN BRUNSWICK
Sophomore,
Middle Childhood Education

MADDIE ALLEN
Freshman,
Film Production

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

“

Bowling Green Human
Relations Commission
supports inclusion

MAN,

THAT REALLY

We, the undersigned,
are members of the City
of Bowling Green Human
Relations Commission.
This Commission currently consists of eleven community members, including
representatives from Bowling
Green State University and
Bowling Green High School.
The Bowling Green Human
Relations Commission sup-

further human relations and
promote respect for diversity;
• Supporting local events
such as Cinco de Mayo and
Japanese Cherry Blossom
Festival.
In view of recent developments in our community that
conflict with federal law and
the goals of the Commission,
we believe it is important to
reaffirm the City’s commitment to social justice, equity,
and inclusion as we embrace
and celebrate the diversity of
the City of Bowling Green’s

residents, students and visitors.

it, thus cheapening the gesture
in the eyes of the critics.
Critics of this have also
claimed that sharing an avatar
on Facebook is not real activism, and that in order to truly
work for the rights of the gay
community, one must write
letters to one’s congressman,
attend protests and vote.
Apart from voting (which
everyone should do anyway,
and in my opinion constitutes
a form of activism all by itself) I
respectfully disagree with this
idea.
The idea that many people
shared the avatar to be “cool”
or “with it” certainly seems
plausible given the largely
hollow activism surrounding this past year’s Kony 2012
campaign. However, it would
seem to me at least that in
the struggle for achieving the
rights of an entire minority,
any form of awareness or the
spreading of a consciousness
on any level for any reason is a
good thing.
In my opinion, this disdain for something positive,
whether it has a real effect or
not, comes dangerously close
to creating a hierarchy of supporters within the gay rights
movement; if the goal is unity
and progress, such a manufac-

tured, and frankly quite arbitrary, objection creates exactly
the kind of discord that the
movement does not need.
The decision to use this
certain avatar is purely symbolic and personal, designed
to facilitate a simple show of
solidarity.
I don’t think any one person who shared it expected the
opponents of gay rights to give
up or give in as a result.
Supporters of gay rights
who chose not to share the
avatar should not be demonized for not doing so, nor
should anyone assume that
just because they didn’t that
they are bigoted in some way.
Conversely, the decision to
share the avatar should not
be pooh-poohed by anyone as
being hollow either.
The implication of this
claim is that those who share
the avatar stop there, and do
not participate in any other
form of activism, which is simply false.
What’s more, sharing such
a clear symbol of support of
gay rights can be a very brave
thing for some people to do.
For example, if one’s parents
were staunch opponents of
marriage equality, this show
of support could create a very

tense atmosphere for all persons involved. If supporting
justice in the face of adversity
isn’t brave, then what is?
In my opinion, the Facebook
avatars did accomplish something: they spread an idea and
a consciousness, the reach of
which can only be estimated.
They did not win an instant
victory for the gay community,
but they helped rally its supporters.
I saw people share the avatar that I would never have
dreamed supported gay rights
and that in and of itself constitutes progress toward the ultimate goal of marriage equality.
At the end of the day, it is
good that people are debating
things such as this and adding to the discourse surrounding the gay rights movement.
My hope is that homosexual,
bisexual, transsexual and
pansexual people will ultimately have the same rights as
everyone else.
But in my opinion, the best
way to do this is to embrace not
only activism, but any positive
diffusion of energy toward the
struggle for equality.

Roger Grant
Gary Keller
Lt. Dan Mancuso
Emily Monago
Margaret Montague
Gloria Enriquez Pizana
Marcy St. John
Declan Wicks
James Wilson
Rev. Mary Jane Saunders, Vice
Chair
Barbara Keller, Chair
bykeller@msn.com

” Equality Facebook photo helps show support

REGISTERS MY

CLASSES

ports a welcoming, inclusive,
socially just and equitable
community.
Our support has been demonstrated in the community in
the following ways:
• Planning and implementing the City of Bowling Green
24th Annual Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Tribute, on
Friday, January 18, 2013;
• Recognizing community members with the annual
Drum Major for Peace Award
and the quarterly Honor Roll
Award for significant efforts that

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY’S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM OR YOU CAN
TWEET YOUR SCREECHES AT @FALCONSCREECH OR
WITH #FALCONSCREECH.

This is the last month I EVER have to park in lot 12.
-#ALL THE WAY OUT HERE
Class registration day: the only day when people are awake
at 7 a.m. and the Internet is at its worst.
-#TOO EARLY
The fact that I graduate in less than a month.
-I LOVE COLLEGE
My favorite TV show has its season finale tonight and I’ve
got to work when it’s on.
-SHAMELESS PLUG
Hot coffee spilled on my lap.
-ASDFGHJKL
The United States political system.
-THANKS OBAMA
The high price of a shot at any downtown bar.
-CLOSE MY TAB

IAN ZULICK
COLUMNIST

The day the Supreme Court
began hearing arguments
for and against gay marriage,
Facebook and other social
media sites were choked with
opinions from both sides.
There were many posters,
slogans and statuses in which
people extolled many different
viewpoints and responded to
rebuttals. However, one thing
that stood out to me was the
shareable profile picture (or
avatar if you like) of a red background with a pink equal sign
meant to symbolize equality.
At first I figured that, for the
people who support gay rights,
such a thing would be looked
at as positive and galvanizing
for the gay rights movement (at
least on Facebook). But as the
day went on, numerous people
began to express disdain for it,
some even going so far as to
insinuate that sharing the avatar began to be a bandwagon
action in which people who
are not otherwise active in the
struggle for gay rights shared

Respond to Ian at
thenews@bgnews.com

Recent threats from North Korea should be taken seriously
CASSIE SULLIVAN
COLUMNIST

In February, North Korea
tested nuclear weapons of
an unknown origin underground, causing an international stir. Unhappy, the U.S.
and the U.N. put stricter sanctions on the country, hoping to make the point that it
was unacceptable what they
were doing by participating

in such developments.
This past month, South
Korea and the U.S. were
involved in their yearly
exercises with B52 bomber
planes. North Korea took
the exercises as a threatening gesture and started
to mobilize their military
power and nuclear power,
along with threats directed at the U.S. and its bases
located throughout the
Pacific region. In response,
the U.S. has increased its
presence with the threats
coming from North Korea.
It’s not that uncommon

THE BG NEWS
MAX FILBY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

that these fighting words
are being spouted out of
North Korea’s mouth— a
fine history of threatening
rhetoric in the past decade
or so has existed, even
though the threats have
often been empty.
But these threats are
not always empty. North
Korea gives plenty of warning about its impending
actions, such as the artillery
attack on a South Korean
island in 2010. The attack
was not unexpected, but
North Korea had presented
a very clear warning, there-
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fore an almost true threat
to the safety of the U.S. and
its allies.
The question is: What
is North Korea capable
of doing if weapons are
deployed?
North Korea has moved
its missiles to the east
coast, where the country
has a better vantage point
of hitting American bases,
territories, islands or the
mainland with their missiles. The nuclear capabilities of the country have
been under wraps, its abilities unknown by the rest

of the world, making that a
threat in itself: the fear of
the unknown.
Can North Korea’s weapons reach the U.S.? That’s
a tough question to answer
based on what is and isn’t
known by experts within the field. But to be on
the safe side, the U.S. has
responded by increasing its
defense systems where necessary. While a history of
all talk and little action does
exist from North Korea,
the school of thought from
Americans seems to be that
North Korea won’t attempt

to make a military strike
against the U.S. because
of what power the country
has. China would keep the
country in check or whatever else Americans say to
help them sleep at night.
The U.S. has been
attacked before by other
powers, powers that don’t
have the same strength as
the U.S.
The government had
enough information to be
able to predict 9/11, but was

See CASSIE | Page 8
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Random roommates less
problematic than requested
Senior Sara Castellanos took
a chance with her living situation and decided to room
with someone she didn’t
know.
Castellanos enjoys meeting new people and making friends, but her new
roommate wasn’t what she
expected.
“We were from two different sections of Ohio; I was
from the country and she
was from the city,” she said.
“Our personalities clashed.”
To avoid situations like
Castellanos’s, some apartment complexes in Bowling
Green take the extra time to
help students find their last
roommate or two.
Trent Goodwin, assistant
manager at Falcon’s Pointe,
said the company offers
roommate matching for
students who cannot find
roommates.
“It all begins with a simple
roommate matching form,
but it gets in-depth, going all
the way down to smoking
preferences, drinking preferences, hobbies, interests
and what time you go to bed
at night,” he said.
Unlike some other properties that use a computer
program to generate the
results, Goodwin sits down
and hand picks the roommates.
“Even if it’s only a couple
of preferences that can be

EWEEK
From Page 1
Olscamp Hall.
“E-week consists of five
days of activities to introduce new student entrepreneurs, to honor people who
have been very successful in
the field of entrepreneurship
and to kind of teach some
entrepreneur lessons as
well,” said Kirk Kern, director
of marketing in the College of
Business and director of the
Dallas Hamilton Center for
Entrepreneurial Leadership.
Students will be able to
listen and have lunch with
entrepreneurs, enjoy free
food and learn new skills for
future businesses.
“This is a great opportunity to have,” Jablonowski
said. “I was very excited to
hear that Bowling Green was
offering something like this,
and so when I turned in my
application I thought ‘Hey,
you know, what’s the worse
that can happen?’”
Similar to the TV show
“Shark Tank,” the eight students participating in “The
Hatch” will present their
ideas to a panel of investors
and hope to receive funds to
make their business idea a

met, we do the best we can,”
he said.
Aaron Higbee, property
manager at Copper Beech,
said when the company has
people looking for roommates it has multiple ways
for people to get in contact.
“We do have a list up here
at the office if anybody is
having trouble finding
roommates or doesn’t have
anywhere to start,” he said.
“If a transfer student comes
in looking for housing we
can get them the names and
contact numbers of people
to see if anything blossoms
from there.”
Junior Kerri Gangwer said
she thinks using roommate
matching could be good or
bad.
“It has the potential to
work, but you never know;
it could blow up in your
face,” she said.
One misconception is
that students who have
random roommates have
more problems in general,
Goodwin said.
“We actually have more
conflicts with people who
request each other than
those who we do random
placements,”
Goodwin
said.
Each year at Falcon’s
Pointe there are normally
five or fewer cases when
renters come in with complaints, Goodwin said.
At Copper Beech, Higbee
said they will usually only

E-WEEK EVENTS

Monday 4/8:
Breakfast with Skyler Rogers,
Co-Founder, NiceShirt.Org
| 8 April – 9:30 a.m.
Lunch with Gene Poor,
Founder and Chief Imagination
Officer, LifeFormations
| 8 April – 12:30 p.m.

“The Hatch” Rehearsal with free
Mediterranean food
| 8 April 2013 – 6 p.m.
Tuesday 4/9:
Lunch with Dan Slifko,
President and Director, Rocket
Ventures
| 9 April – 12:30 p.m.
“The Hatch” Rehearsal with free
tacos
| 9 April – 6 p.m.

“It has the
potential to work,
but you never
know; it could
blow up in
your face.”
Kerri Gangwer | Junior
have one real roommate
problem per year.
Many students are concerned about being placed
with random roommates,
but Goodwin said they
should not be nervous.
“Coming from a personal
standpoint, I did it, I actually moved to Falcon’s Pointe
myself about five years
back, and I was a random
who moved in with other
[randoms] and it worked
out very well,” Goodwin
said.
Despite not always getting along with her roommate, Castellanos said she
would have another random roommate.
“It gives me a chance to
meet new people,” she said.
For students who are
concerned about their living situation, Castellanos
gave one piece of advice.
“For your first year go
random, after that find
someone you can get along
with,” she said.
“The Hatch”
| 10 April – 7 p.m.
Thursday 4/11:
Northwest Ohio Regional
Economic Development
(NORED) Meeting (Invitation
only)
|11 April – 8:30 a.m.
Dallas-Hamilton Advisory
Board Meeting (Invitation
only)
| 11 April – 10 a.m.
Dallas-Hamilton
Entrepreneurial Hall of Fame
(Invitation only)
| 11 April – 6:30 pm.
Friday 4/12:
Sebo Series in
Entrepreneurship
| 12 April – 9 a.m.
Dallas-Hamilton Connect
| 12 April – 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday 4/10:
Lunch with Matt Miller, student
entrepreneur
| 10 April – 12:30 p.m.

Events according to College of
Business website.

reality, Kern said.
Ray Braun, dean of the
College of Business, said the
week will be a great opportunity for all students.
“It’s going to be a great
week for BG student entrepreneurs,” Braun said.
More than 500 people
are registered to attend the
events this week, Kern said.
The events are free open

to the public, Kern said.
Although the website said
students must registered
in advance, Kern says he
encourages students to come
anyway.
“We want this to be an
annual event,” Kern said.
“E-week next year will be
bigger and better ... we are
very hopeful ... this is just the
beginning.”

PHOTO PROVIDED

ONE OF the tweets posted about the off-campus event. Names have been blurred to protect the identity of the students involved.

TWEETS
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said.
This is not the first time
an incident such as this has
happened in Bowling Green
recently, Jones said. This past
October, someone smashed
watermelons on a vehicle,
poked holes in the vent area
near the windshield and left a
note saying, “[Racial slur] don’t
live here,” according to an
October blotter entry printed
in The BG News. In the same
month, four male juveniles
drew a Swastika with chalk on
the driveway of Louis Orr, head
coach of the men’s basketball
team, The BG News reported
in October. Jones also mentioned the arson at the Islamic
Center of Greater Toledo in
Perrysburg in September.
The BSU sent out an email
Friday after meeting with
administrators demanding
the students be held accountable for their actions. The
email went to the organization’s listserv, as well as selected professors and administrators, including Mazey, Smith
said.
“We don’t want any type
of issue on campus,” Smith
said. “Our goal is not to protest or march,” she continued,
but deal with the issue in a
“responsible and professional
way.”
Jones said he would also
like to see positive dialogue
throughout the city and campus.
“It’s time to open up a dialogue, a campus-wide dialogue and even a community
dialogue on the state of race
relations,” Jones said. “This is
the beginning of a larger conversation that we look forward
to having about the importance of diversity inclusion.”
Undergraduate Student

ered Thursday night at Ziggy
Zoomba’s to celebrate the
induction of new members
into the sorority Alpha Kappa
Alpha.
“Normally there’s not a very
prominent African-American
community
[at
Ziggy
Zoomba’s,]” said Tiffany
Smith, the president of the
Black Student Union. “Some
people felt upset that AfricanAmericans were there.”
There were no problems at
the bar that night to spark the
incident and, in fact, Smith
said she had a good time. It
wasn’t until she got back to
her room around 2 a.m. that
she noticed the tweets.
“If we have tension between
two communities, it affects
the entire University,” Smith
said. “It affects the AfricanAmerican
community
because it had nothing to do
with any incident or any reason for people to be called
those terms.”
Ziggy Zoomba’s has since
apologized for the actions
of some of its customers via
Twitter.
Dalton Jones, assistant professor in Ethnic Studies and
adviser to BSU, was encouraged by the “swift” and “clear”
response of the University, as
well as the “expressions of solidarity” the BSU received from
a wide range of student organizations.
“It’s important for us to
recognize that this is also an
opportunity for us to think
about some pro-active strategy we can take so we can
address these types of issues
before they happen,” Jones

Government President Alex
Solis also reacted to the tweets
by disapproving of the sentiment they create in the campus community.
“This shows now more than
ever we cannot tolerate matters like this,” Solis said. “This
community needs to come
together and start addressing
these cultural problems.”
This is exactly what Jones
talked about when he met
with Mazey, Solis, Jill Carr,
dean of students and vice
president of Student Affairs,
and Barbara Waddell, director
of Equity and Diversity. There
are tentative plans for a community forum to address race
relations, he said.
“It has a tremendous impact
on the community because it
is a racially biased incident and
is a clear contradiction to the
values of the University,” Carr
said. “This behavior is unacceptable on this campus.”
The email from Mazey notified students to contact the
Office of the Dean of Students
at 419-372-2843 or the Office
of Equity and Diversity at 419372-8476 if they feel they have
been subject to racial profiling.
The BSU has also worked
with the Office of Equity and
Diversity to establish a twitter hashtag called “not in our
town.” Smith encouraged anyone speaking against discrimination of any type — from
homophobia to racism — to
tweet with the hashtag.
“It started on Twitter and we
want to end it on Twitter on a
positive note,” she said. “It’s a
people thing and it’s about all
of us.”
Editor’s Note: Editor-inChief Max Filby also contributed to this story.
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

HITTING the ball, a BG baseball player makes contact with a pitch during the Falcons’ series with Eastern Michigan this past weekend.

MIKE REED | THE BG NEWS

BG loses two games to EMU
Defensive errors prove costly in series, Falcons total 12 errors against Eagles

By Tyler Buchanan
In Focus Editor

After a Friday afternoon win
against Eastern Michigan, the
BG baseball team dropped two
in a row as the visiting Eagles
won an offensive-filled, errorridden MAC series during the
weekend.
BG jumped out to a big lead
early in Friday’s first game, taking a 9-1 lead by the fifth inning
en route to a 10-4 win.
Jake Thomas went 4-5 with
a triple, knocking in three runners in a breakout offensive
outburst.
Despite leaving nine runners
on base and making five errors
on defense, BG built the lead
off timely hitting and constant
defensive miscues from the
Eagles.
In the third inning, already
up 4-1, BG added a trio of
insurance runs as five Falcons
reached base to start the inning,
including four hits.
Meanwhile, BG starter
Cody Apthorpe (2-2) pitched a
gem, throwing seven scoreless
innings on just three hits.
The Falcons’ infield had a
tough game defensively, with
Brian Bien at shortstop, Jeremy
Shay at first base and Nick

SOFTBALL

From Page 3

“I think you could just
see the confidence build,”
coach Shannon Salsburg
said. “Once we got that
game it was like, ‘okay, take
a deep breath. This is what
we do and this is how we do
it and we’re going to keep
working at it.’”
The Falcons’ momentum

Glanzman at third base combining for four errors.
Eastern Michigan was held
scoreless from the second
through the seventh inning.
Their three runs late in the
game were too little and too
late to make any substantial
comeback.
In the second game, the
roles were reversed: Eastern
Michigan pummeled Falcon
starter Mike Frank with 10 hits
in less than four innings. Frank
surrendered six runs, but only
four earned, as more defensive
woes for BG carried into game
two, which the Eagles won,
11-6.
Recording five errors for
the second straight game, BG
found themselves behind 8-1
by the fifth inning. The home
team’s bullpen fared no better against the Eagles, as Ben
Singer was knocked around for
three hits and two earned runs
in just an inning of work.
“The bottom line is [the
team] has to be able to play
defense,” Head Coach Danny
Schmitz said. “I think that was
the tattle tale of the game.”
Frank lost his fifth game of
the season, as his ERA jumped
to 4.33 on the season, the second worst of any BG starter.

In the sixth, BG pulled two
within four runs, all with two
outs. Glanzman reached on a
throwing error, later scoring on
a double from Andrew Kubuski.
Logan Walker followed with
a two-run shot, his first home
run of the season.
Despite three more runs in
the bottom of the ninth for
BG, insurance runs from the
Eagles in the top half cemented Eastern Michigan’s 11-6
win, making Sunday’s contest
the rubber game of the series.
Few things take the life out of
a home team crowd like a sixrun first inning from the visiting
offense.
Such was BG starter Trevor
Blaylock’s fate in the third
game, lasting just two-thirds of
an inning after giving up six
runs off five hits, as the Eagles
cruised to a 13-5 win to close
out the series.
The moniker “fireman,” used
to describe a bullpen specializing in shutting down a steamrolling offense, may have been
earned by BG reliever Jason
Link, who came on to replace
Blaylock in the first.
In to face the top of the lineup following a stretch where six
of seven Eagles hitters reached
base, Link induced a fly ball out

to end the inning.
The BG sophomore went
another three innings to help
preserve the Falcons bullpen,
giving up a lone earned run off
three hits.
Down 7-0 into the bottom
of the second, BG managed a
brief swing in momentum, cutting the lead to 7-3 after three
innings.
But Eagles starter Paul
Schaak (3-1) kept his team
ahead, notching a win after
five strenuous innings where
he gave up six hits and three
earned runs, throwing a walk,
wild pitch and a hit batter.
Two more three-run innings
from the Eagles gave them a
13-5 lead to stay.
With the loss, Blaylock
moved to an 0-6 record, his ERA
inflated to 6.10 through just
seven starts. The sophomore
starter has averaged around 4
1/3 innings per outing.
With 12 errors in the series,
BG’s total moved to 64 through
26 games as their record
dropped to 7-19. The team
averages nearly 2.5 errors per
game.

would not continue into
Saturday as the Falcons lost
to Ohio, 5-1.
BG had two hits in the
game which came from
Berger and Yoho. Berger
hit a double and scored the
Falcons’ only run, causing
Yoho to earn the RBI.
Kertes picked up the
loss allowing five hits and
two runs in four innings.
Imholz came in to pitch
three frames and allowed
four hits and three runs.

The Bobcats came out
swinging in the first inning
when Lauren Gellerman
hit a solo shot out of the
park. Ohio would add its
second run in the fourth
inning which the Falcons
would match in the frame.
Gellerman wasn’t done,
however, as she hit another
homer in the seventh for
two runs.
“Ohio is a good team and
I’m not taking anything
away from them, but I don’t

think we gave them our best
shot either,” said Salsburg.
“Tomorrow [Sunday] we are
going to make sure we are
aggressive in all facets, and
we’ll do everything in our
power to get a W and split
the series.”
BG would do just that
Sunday as it rallied from
behind to earn a 3-2 victory.
The Falcons would record
a weekend-high eight hits
including two from Fulk,
Berger and Yoho. Fulk had

Editor’s Note: Assistant Sports
Editor Alex Krempasky also contributed to this story.
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two runs while Marisa
Shook had two RBIs.
Ohio came out to set the
pace in the first inning scoring two runs off an Adrienne
Gebele home run.
Shook would match
Gebele’s two RBIs in the bottom of the frame when she
hit a single to bring home
Berger and Fulk.
The winning run would
come in the fifth inning
when Yoho would hit a sacrifice fly in right field allow-

TRACK
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56.99 seconds and personal
best 56.50, which she ran at
the MAC Championships
a year ago to finish 11th.
Taylor Rambo, a freshman, ran the 400 for the
first time in her collegiate
career and finished second
with a time of 56.83.
Jeanette Pettigrew edged
forward in both the 100
and 200, running the 100

ing Fulk to cross the plate.
Imholz would pick up her
12th win of the season.
“I think we were back
on our heels yesterday
[Saturday],” Fulk said. “And
today we came out fullthrottle at them instead
of letting them dictate the
game, we decided we were
going to run this game.”
BG moves to 18-12 with
4-4 in conference. The
weekend moves the Falcons
into third in the MAC East.

in 11.93 seconds, which
was just .02 faster than the
MAC automatic qualifying
mark of 11.95 seconds. In
the 200, Pettigrew’s time
of 24.37 was .08 faster than
the MAC automatic qualifying mark of 24.45 and
better than her previous
career best of 24.82.
The Falcons will have
their only home meet of
the year when they host
Toledo in a dual meet
Thursday beginning at 2
p.m.
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KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

DANCERS MOCK the moralers during a line dance at Dance Marathon.

STEVEN ECHARD | THE BG NEWS

HILLEL, a Jewish group on campus, hosts a discussion for Holocaust
Remembrance Day.

HILLEL
From Page 1

KATIE LOGSDON | THE BG NEWS

DANCERS JAM OUT during the final dance before the closing ceremony. Dance
Marathon raised $313,465.39 this year for the miracle children.

DANCE
From Page 1
and we didn’t know how it
would effect the total,” Leiss
said.
Instead of paying a $25
entrance fee, dancers were
required to raise $100 each,
according to senior Cullin
Fish, public relations chair.
Also new this year, the miracle children were given trading cards with their pictures
and biographies. The children were able to autograph
their cards and pass them out
to participants, Leiss said.
“Another big thing this year
was a number we had that

whenever someone texted, it
donated five dollars,” she said.
Each student has favorites
a different aspect of Dance
Marathon. For freshman
Olivia King, a dancer during
the event, the best part was
meeting all of the miracle
children.
Swiecicki’s favorite part
was the line dance the moralers performed.
“Dance Marathon has
given me the biggest reason
to love BG,” Fish said.
Dance Marathon raises
money in multiple ways
during the event, not just
from the dancers. At Dance
Marathon, merchandise like
t-shirts and phone cases were

BRI HALLER | THE BG NEWS

BIKES FOR TIKES participants end their journey at the Student Recreation Center
to join Dance Marathon. The bikers began their ride in Cincinnati Friday morning.

sold or auctioned off to raise
more money, Leiss said.
“We also had a couch sit
where dancers could pay
money to sit down,” she said.
Going on at the same time
as Dance Marathon was an
event called Bikes for Tikes,
which also raised money for
the cause.
The bikers started in
Cincinnati Friday morning
and cycled all the way back
to Bowling Green, Leiss said.
The bikers arrived Sunday,
and were welcomed by the
dancers, moralers, families
and friends before they performed a dance on stage.
“It was extremely tough
the first day, there were a lot

of hills,” said senior Kevin
Semones.
Semones said he would
rather be a biker than a dancer.
“I don’t think I could stand
for 32 hours, I think it would
be harder,” he said.
While the dancers are on
their feet, moralers are going
around the room and motivating the dancers.
“My job is to make sure all
of the dancers are excited and
motivated to keep going,” said
morale captain, Kate Gruss, a
junior.
This is Gruss’s first year as a
morale captain, she said.
“I like being a leader and I
enjoy being the person others
look up to,” Gruss said.

Pajamas,” a 2008 film
based on a novel of the
same name. The film centers around a World War II
Nazi concentration camp
and is told from the perspective of two boys: one
the son of a Nazi commandant and the other a Jewish
prisoner of the camp.
Hillel members chose a
movie with children as the
main characters because
the only Holocaust survivors still alive today were
children during that time,
Goldenberg said.
“Hopefully this will
inspire someone to go talk
to a survivor,” she said.
Sydney Brinsky, a junior
and member of Hillel,
liked the movie for the different perspective it took.
“You got to see what a
German family saw,” she
said.
Emily Daiell, chair of
public relations for Hillel,
further commented on
the movie.
“It also shows the power
of brainwashing and what

propaganda can do for a
nation,” she said.
Ray Plaza, associate
director in the Office of
Multicultural
Affairs,
got the word out about
the event to the campus
through fliers and campus update.
Plaza said he wants to
bring to light an aspect
of diversity often overlooked: religion.
“As an underrepresented community, it’s what
we can do to better educate the community on
Jewish tradtion,” he said.
“Our goal is just to let the
campus community know
this is going on.”
The goal of the remembrance day is to make sure
the stories and memories
stay alive, even when the
survivors pass on, said
Senior Morgan Levin, secretary of Hillel.
“If we don’t keep talking
about it there are people
who say it didn’t happen,” Levin said. “In ten
years time, we’re slowly
losing the survivors [of
the Holocaust] ... we only
have so much time to get
their stories.”
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too cocky thinking someone wouldn’t strike the
U.S. on its own grounds.
An attack from North Korea
can happen and can be
prevented, as long as the
threats are taken seriously
and not brushed under the
rug.
China’s getting fed up
with what North Korea is

doing. It’s like watching a
younger kid constantly pestering a older sibling. Soon
enough, the older sibling
(China) is going to get frustrated with the little kid
(North Korea) and snap. The
result will be deadly.
Acting as a clear and
present danger, the threats
from North Korea should
not be taken lightly. While
its track record might be
shaky as best, the threats
are there.

North Korea isn’t playing
around, as opposed to the
U.S. There isn’t much for
the average American citizen to do in a situation like
this besides wait and think
about what it would mean
to be threatened in such a
manner. The U.S. isn’t as
untouchable as we think it
is.

The BG News

Help Wanted

For Rent

Early Childhood Teacher, full or
part time. 3 star SUTQ, ECE
preferred. Send resume' to:
rnjobs150@gmail.com

1 & 2 BR apts on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

Classified Ads
419-372-0328

The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race,
sex, color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status
as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

Help Wanted
®

*Cleaning and mics needed for
apt moveout, May 5 for 2 weeks?
Call 419-353-0325
®

Brandywine CC - golf course
maintenance, $7.85/hr - free golf.
Call 419-865-5090 or email:
csingler@brandywinecc.com
COLLEGE PRO is now hiring
painters all across the state to
work outdoors w/other students.
Earn $3k-5k. Advancement
opportunities and internships.
Call1-888-277-9787
or visit www.collegepro.com

Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring FT & PT care givers for
days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net

1BR apt, near campus, avail Aug.
$475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.
214 E. Reed house, large yard &
deck, avail May, close to campus
and downtown. 419-351-3639.

220 Napoleon Rd 1BR, $395-$410/mo + electric.
130 E. Washington St. D I 2BR,
R E $660/mo
C T O + Rall Yutilities,
1BR w/ study, $615/mo + utilities,
For Rent
1BR, $525/mo + ulitities,
1BR, $595/mo + utilities.
D I R E815/803
C T O8thRSt.Y **1 or 2 BR apts avail May/Aug,
$495-$510/mo + gas & electric.
also Rooms and Studio Apts.
419-354-6036
Summer only rentals also avail.
CartyRentals.com / 419-353-0325 227 N Prospect tri-plex, utils incl,
1BR- $500/mo, avail May,
Call 419-308-2676
*One 3BR house left, 812 3rd St,
www.bgtoledorent.com
$800/mo + utilities.
*One 4BR house left, 202 Merry,
Subleaser needed May 1-July 31,
$1200/mo + utilites.
1BR, 1 bath, $345/mo + utils,
Call 419-359-4053 for more info.
grad housing. wcollins@bgsu.edu

#164

#164

ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
®
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00

EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY
Purch[PG13]
Adv Tix @
CLOSE
1200 130
300 430 600+725
1030
800-326-3264
Exp900
1432#
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13]
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE [R]1100 120 340 605 825 1045
ADVENTURES
OF TINTIN
3D [PG]
Woodland Mall
• N. Main-Street
210 505 740 1020
ADULT
MATINEE
BEFORE
6PMCHIPMUNKS:
$3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
ALVIN
AND
THE
COLLEGE THURSDAY
(WITH
VALID
ID) $3.00
CHIPWRECKED
[G]
1145
200
425 645

®

cinemark.com

ADULT MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
®
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00

cinemark.com

JURASSIC
3D PG-13
Purch Adv TixPARK
@
6:50

800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#
JURASSIC PARK PG-13

WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5 WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street

EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY
Assistive
Listening and Captioning System Avail
CLOSE
[PG13]
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm
1200 130 300 430 600 725 900 1030
THE ARTIST - CINEARTS [PG13]
1105 135 405 635 905
HAYWIRE [R]1100 120 340 605 825 1045
ADVENTURES OF TINTIN - 3D [PG]
210 505 740 1020
ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS:
CHIPWRECKED [G] 1145 200 425 645

EXAMPLE

Assistive
Listening and Captioning System Avail
419-352-6335
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm

*3:50

9:55

EVIL DEAD R
*2:35

*5:00

7:20

9:35

OZ: THE GREAT AND POWERFUL 3D PG

ADULT
MATINEE BEFORE 6PM $3.00 • ALL DAY TUESDAY $3.00
6:55
COLLEGE THURSDAY (WITH VALID ID) $3.00
OZ: THE GREAT AND POWERFUL PG
*4:00

G.I. JOE: RETALIATION PG13
*4:10

9:45

THE CROODS 3D PG
*2:25

7:15

THE CROODS PG
*4:50

9:40

*= Matinee Showtime

()= Friday-Sunday Only

Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm

1 Place of development
2 It has about a 35-inch
blade
3 Saint who wrote the earliest history of England
4 Requiem Mass hymn
word
5 Sub base?
6 Bye lines?
7 Did a nurse's job
8 Version's beginning?
9 One of U.S. banking's Big
Four
10 "It's hard to tell"
11 Longhaired pet
12 Nut-producing tree
13 Like some change
14 Uses Zipcar, say
22 Milan's La __
24 Keep from happening
25 Wreck
26 Light element
27 "Straight Outta
Compton" genre
29 She has your back
31 __ Major
32 Modern entertainment
33 Maleficent

1 Installment in a modern series
9 Thing to be cracked
15 Loge
16 Purchase provider
17 Olympic winner
18 Hero with a memorable yell
19 Bird that dines on stingers
20 Bug
21 PC debut of 1981
23 Leans
24 Truffles, e.g.
28 Unit in una zona residencial
30 Most suitable for service
31 In danger of snapping
37 "Whatever"
39 1959 Cornelius Ryan best-seller
about the Normandy invasion,
with "The"

40 Its Nasdaq symbol is CAR
41 Keister
42 Prepare for a game, as Jenga
blocks
43 They may generate interest:
Abbr.
46 38-Down option
50 "Hysterical"
52 On balance
57 God wed to his sister
58 Rather wicked
59 Say
60 Not barred
61 Good guys?
62 Many characters on "The L
Word"

3 BR duplex, 404 S. College,
$600/12mo ls, $675/9mo ls.
Available May, call 419-352-4850.
3BR apt, near campus, avail Aug.
$850/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.
May 2013 - 12 mo. leases
2BR - 428 S. Summit - $630/mo.
Aug 2013 - 12 month lease:
1BR - 415 E. Court - $375/mo.
3BR -125 Baldwin - $900/mo.
3BR -641 S. College -$930/mo.
3BR - 317 Derby -$930/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

34 Vena __
35 "Fast Food Nation"
author Schlosser
36 Work area
38 Top choice
42 Apparel for the slopes
43 Now, in Nogales
44 Checked out badly?
45 Ring
47 Seven-time French
Open winner
48 Fail to say
49 Simoleons
51 Petitions
53 Answer from the
unwilling
54 Medicine Hat's prov.
55 Homeowner's burden
56 Some TV screens

High speed dsl
$29.95/month

Computer Repairs

Virus Protection & Removal
Spyware Removal

2BR unfurn apt, yr lease, laundry
in bldg, avail NOW! $485/mo.
Call 419-352-9378.

9:50

Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
G.I. JOE:
RETALIATION
3D after
PG13
Children
under 6 may
not attend R rated features
6pm
7:05

brought to you by

2BR unfurn apt, year lease,
$510/mo, pet friendly.
Call 419-352-9378

Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#

WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5 WOODLAND
MALL CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street

The Daily Crossword Fix

Respond to Cassie at
thenews@bgnews.com

Sitter needed for summer, M-F
for 3 kids, ed major pref but not
req. Call 419-601-2083.

®

Purch Adv Tix @ cinemark.com
800-326-3264 + Exp 1432#

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3BR house, 939 N. Prospect,
W/D, dishwasher, new carpet,
max occup 3, $675/mo +utils.
Avail May, call 419-601-0781.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com

Shamrock Studios
Leases avail for now, summer
& fall, starting at $425, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU,
Uhaul available.
ShamrockBG.com, 419-354-0070

2BR apt, W/D, close to
campus & downtown, very nice!
Available in August, $610/mo.
121 E. Court St, 419-352-0300.

Furn. room, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $250/mo
w/ $100 dep. Call 419-354-6117.
Houses, eff,1-2 BR apts avail now
Call GL Rentals 419-354-9740 or
email: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

EXAMPLE
B O W L I N G

G R E E N

S T A T E

U N I V E R S I T Y

FA LL

B o w l i n g

g r e e n

S t A t e

U n i V e r S i t y

Market: BOWLING GREEN

2013

Publication: University Newspaper
Size: 1 x 2.25”

Runs: FRIDAY AND MONDAY ONLY

Date last updated: SEPTEMBER 23, 2012

Get Ahead of the Game
BGSU’s Summer Session

Special instructions:

Market: BOWLING GREEN

Typeset using Helvetica (Neue or Regular)

Black, Bold
or other Newspaper
comparable heavy font
Publication:
University
- 6-8pt - whichever fits best. If there’s extra

Size:
1 x 2.25”
space,
font size may be increased. Titles

should be bolder than show- times. Please

Runs:
MONDAY
ONLY films
for pass
restricted
only FRIDAY
use “◆”AND

(contact theatre or visit our website to see
which films are restricted).
Please do not update anything other than
Special
instructions:
showtimes. Contact the corporate office if
changes are requested.
◆
= "u" in
ITC Zapf
Dingbats.
Typeset
using
Helvetica
(Neue or Regular)

Date last updated: SEPTEMBER 23, 2012

Black, Bold or other comparable heavy font
- 6-8pt - whichever fits best. If there’s extra
space, font size may be increased. Titles
should be bolder than show- times. Please
only use “◆” for pass restricted films
(contact theatre or visit our website to see
which films are restricted).
Please do not update anything other than
showtimes. Contact the corporate office if
changes are requested.
◆ = "u" in ITC Zapf Dingbats.

Registration
Open Registration:
April 5, 2013
through
September 1, 2013

Questions?

Go to:

my.bgsu.edu
1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

> Short. Six- and eight-week sessions
> Focused. Small class sizes
> Convenient. On campus. Online. Abroad. On the beach.
> Undergraduate and graduate courses available
> More than 2,500 classes including 400+ online.
First 6-week session
8-week session
Second 6-week session

Call the Registration
HOTLINE:
419-372-4444
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday

View schedule online
summer.bgsu.edu

You can access everything that you
need, including tutorials, via the
“Student Center” at the MyBGSU portal.

Office of Registration and Records

May 20-June 28
June 17-August 9
July 1-August 9

| 110 Administration Bldg.
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